Summer Camp
Cost £855
We propose a 17 day venture in our school minibuses to explore some of the most
impressive sights in Europe, with destinations in Venice (Italy), Interlaken
(Switzerland) and Amsterdam (Holland) to add opportunity and experience to this
exciting itinerary.
I hope that families will regard this opportunity as value
for money!
With two separate overnight hotel
accommodations en route and three nights
accommodation at our impressive City Centre Hotel in
Amsterdam – the price of £855 is all-inclusive and is
guaranteed. All attractions…. travel… meals and
insurance - are included. It will be a requirement for
students to have their own passport.
Venice - needs no introduction to those familiar with the
school's camps. It will be our 34th visit to the Italian
beach campsite that we regard as the best that we have
ever encountered. In addition to water sports and
sunbathing, we will cruise to Venice by private motor
launch to spend a full day in the magnificent city. Our
itinerary will also include a full day in Aqualand - a water
theme park similar to Florida's best. Seven nights in
this resort will be eagerly anticipated.
Interlaken - five nights camping in the Bernese Oberland, Switzerland. 14,000ft
peaks, mountain waterfalls, lake swimming, chair lifts and cable cars make this
venue a most majestic and unforgettable experience. One excursion will take us
by rack and pinion railway to the Jungfraujoch at over 11,000 feet - the highest
resort in Europe.
Amsterdam - three nights city centre hotel
accommodation will conclude our itinerary. It
remains one of our most memorable holiday
experiences and offers an exhilarating range
of attractions – just three of which will be the
Anne Frank Museum; the windmills of Zaanse
Schans and a twilight wine and cheese boat
cruise. Unforgettable!

Summer Camp venture to Venice, Interlaken and Amsterdam (Saturday 22nd July – Monday
6th August 2017).
It is unusual that there are places available on Summer Camp this year – especially as 64
students applied and the venture was oversubscribed. However, multiple withdrawals now
leave places available, and there is no reserve list remaining. If you would like to join this
exciting venture, we have reprinted full details of the itinerary on the school website. By
all means have a look – and if you wish to secure a place, please speak urgently with Mrs
Tripoli in the SLT Suite. Mrs Tripoli will also be able to provide you with a hard copy of the
programme upon request.

